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Abstract: Now days any manual application is quite difficult as compare to the automatic operation. And before the DCS system there 

was an introduction for the programmable logic controller in the industrial application. Automation can be given as a combination in 

between the digital input output with analog input and outputs .in DCS system in any process or any plant where its control element are 

distributed throughout the system this will exact opposite to the non distributed system like (PLC) which uses a single controller at the 

central location and in the distributed controlled system a controller is connected by communication network for commands and 

visualization process.DCS application is very larger as compare to the other control system it is normally used in petrochemical, oil/ gas 

and boiler controllers.  
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1. Introduction 
 

With the limited resources to the industrial applications in 

the past days. It was expend the time as well labor quantity 

and inaccuracy in the controlling the parameters. but with 

the improvement in the controlling operation in the recent 

systems we need to improve the reduction in the cost 

,increase in the manufacturing and save the time in different 

production in industry for the various control parameters. So 

to overcome the such situations firstly the logic cal 

controllers are introduces and afterword distributed control 

systems come to gather a data base from ground level 

process it send to the next step via the different networks and 

sensors. 

 

2. Literature Survey 
 

In past if we found that a number of methods are their which 

can be applicable to control a different process parametares. 

fuzzy logic also a one method potentially applicable to wide 

range of processes and a task that normally require a human 

experience. In computer normally values are available in the 

form of 0 and 1. Which will correspond to the either true or 

false status in the process parameters normally? Thus the 

truth values may be ranges in 0 and 1 in continuous manner 

fuzzy logic is method for representing information in a such 

way that it coincidence with natural human communication 

purpose.[ 1 ] It is possible to test simulate and verify the 

distributed system in realistic way by means of properties 

analyzer quasi synchronous approach can be applied to the 

centralized model.[ 2 ] but in our system it is very simple to 

gather the process parameter and centrally it can be monitor 

and control with help of distributed control system for the 

different application in the variety of the industry in process 

or machine automation sector for the smaller and the larger 

application area in the chapter discussed in the same via 

through the control system applications.[0] 
 

3. System Design 
 

Hardware Design 
The rapid technologies of the development of computers 

during last 10 years coupled with significant reduction 

distribution system.euipment making up a DCS is separated 

by function and it is installed in the two different works 

areas of the processing conditions and to manipulate the set 

of points of the process operation which is located in the 

central control room of the system to monitor as well as 

control the operation centrally. 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram 

 

 we have used a DCS system as shown in figure which 

consist of DCS unit with the different sub sections like 

power supply, link mod bus, analog input, digital input, 

analog output, digital output with the field terminator to 

sense the input coming from the specific section and given 

to the isolator that will isolate the values in the two 

categories like either analog or digital forms.DCS have a 

flexibilities of compact plat form of the digital of analog 

processing as a single tool for the configuration of the 

automation function and process the graphics and for global 

data base capacities with the systematic structure in 

fig.1.sensors,actuators and controllers are used to performed 

the different operation as the range of the application will 

grows at that time risk of the task is also increases according 

to that system has to be improved with the advance 

technology. 

 

3.1 DCS System Controller 

 

 Normally we are going to use XL DCS system or C300 

series for the controlling and the monitoring operation 
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through centrally by collecting the through ground base and 

send to receiver side by the controller.DCS is very advance 

version of the multitasking, mulivariable, multiloop control 

system for the controlling operation. 

 

 Generally it is functional and graphical process its having a 

following advanced facilities that compact to contain on or 

off controller, control algorithm changes do not call for 

hardware changes, reduced complexity and easy to 

expandability and high speed of the control of the processing 

operation. Developing Distributed Control System is a part 

the major industrial concern since those Systems are more 

and more complex with the different variable parameter and 

involved in much safety critical applications. To overcome 

these difficulties engineers have developed solutions of their 

own programming and supervisory control and data 

accusation. Computer control is usually carried out in two 

modes that supervisory control or direct digital control. 

Supervisory control involves resetting the set point for a 

local controller according to some computer calculation. So 

such type of system is normally used in the industrial 

purposes as well as for the large input and output operation 

for analog as wells digital aspects. 

 

Software Design 

 

Normally DCS uses functionality programming with high 

level language, also fuzzy logic can be used applicable to the 

wide range of the processes and Supervisory control and 

data accusation is also used. And for the development of the 

programming generally Rockwell based platform is used. 

Also can be used Siemens and yokogawa including so using 

such type of the development language we can perform the 

operation for control wide range as well as for complex 

operation. a programming environment, a Hardware 

platform built by a number of local controller nodes (LCN), 

a supervision and control subsystem, and communications 

Between all of them. Architecture has been designed. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this paper we disused an overview of the hardware and 

software platform while proposing an detail architecture of 

the help developments distributed applications .We present 

an overview of the theoretical approach for the sensor and 

network distributed control applications.DCS is normally 

preferred to control critical operation and require 

redundancy with analog and digital I/O's require to processor 

for time scanning tasks. 
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